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underground cabling” but rather to consider

whether it is possible to partially underground

sections of the planned lines, notably in

sensitive areas where permitting delays seem

likely. Only undergrounding sections of the

planned line significantly reduces the cost

implications. For example: Investment costs

of a 68 km power line only rise by a factor of

1.6 to 2.4, if two sections of 3 km and 5 km

are undergrounded.

This limited cost increase of partial under-

grounding can be compensated through

benefits incurred by a faster project

realization. Bringing the planned line into

operation only 1 year faster, avoids future

capacity bottlenecks and therefore eliminates

disconnecting renewable power sources or

the need for fossil based back-ups. In the

case of the 68km project, the costs

associated to these benefits compensates for

the higher investment costs of partial

undergrounding.

While any transmission projects will require

careful evaluation due to variable conditions

(transmission capacity needed, percentage of

partial undergrounding etc.), the approach

developed by this study may be applied to

any future transmission project.

Consequently project planners should

evaluate the costs incurred by all available

transmission technologies and set them

against possible benefits achieved by a faster

project realization.

The study “Grid development with

underground cables or overhead lines with

specific consideration of feed-in from

renewable energy sources” was recently

conducted on behalf of the Federal Ministry of

Environment of Germany. In its conclusion it

shows that higher investment costs for partial

undergrounding of electricity transmission

lines may be compensated through benefits

incurred by avoiding future capacity

bottlenecks.

While already today wind farms need to be

disconnected temporarily from the grid due to

gaps in transmission capacity, this shortage is

likely to multiply by 2020. In 2020 shortages of

electricity transmission from northwest to

southern Germany may generate costs as

much as € 248 Million. These costs mainly

originate from the increased demand in fossil

fuel based electricity supplies, required to

back the transmission shortages.

In order to minimize this threat, Germany’s

electricity transmission grids require significant

upgrading. However, more and more public

concerns against overhead transmission lines

increasingly delay project deployment.

Underground cables are widely considered as

an alternative to traditional overhead lines, yet

with a cost factor of 5-6 cable technology is

significantly more expensive than overhead

line components. This said, in current

transmission projects the question is not to

choose between “full overhead line versus full

Executive Summary
Grid development with underground cables or overhead lines with specific consideration of 

feed-in from renewable energy sources
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